
 

 
 

REC A, Room A0.04  

Nieuwe Achtergracht 166  

(020) 525 3446  

fdr@studentenraad.nl  

studentenraad.nl/fdr  

 

Date Wednesday 27 February 2019   

Time 17:00 – 19:00 uur 

Location A7.65  

Contact person Anne van den Bergh  

E-mail fsr-fdr@uva.nl 

 

Present: Anne van den Bergh, Anna Schröder, Ginger Mooren, Alexander Gritsay, Minh Quan Bao Nguyen, Latif 
Sleibi, Jinane Araqi, Vanessa Romeijn, Svedha Krishnaraj, Felix Wolthuis Scheeres. 
Absent: Guilliano Payne, Anna de Koning. 

Guests:  

Secretary: Myron Warta. 

 

Agenda 

1. Opening of the meeting  

Anne opens the meeting at 17:10h. Anne states that Anna Schröder will lead this meeting. 

2. Setting the agenda:  

a. Election Debate (Quan) 

Quan states that there have been talks with study associations to organize debates. Qaun states that the FSR 

FEB would like to have a debate between them and FSR FDR. Quan states that he doubts whether study 

associations or room for discussions have to organize these debates.  

Alex states prior to the debates there will be an information event. Alex states that room for discussion does not 

have to organize it per se. Anne states that promotion for room for discussion is the main motivator in 

organizing the debates for the FSR’s.  

Alex states that study associations should not be allocated to organize these debates. Anne states that when 

room for discussion will organize these debates there will be more people attending. Quan states that he agrees 

with Anne. Jinane states that she is not sure if it will be a good idea to organize debates with FEB, because of 

the variety of subjects that Law and PPLE already have.  

Alex states that study associations can be helpful, but that the FSR FDR should be the body to run these 

debates. Quan states that he agrees with Alex on the point that the FSR FDR will be leading the debate. 

However an a-political body within the university has to moderate the debate. Svedha states that an a-political 

body for making a less political inference should do the moderating of the debate. Alex states that he would like 

to make the debates a FSR event. Alex states that he does not see problems with the political views within the 



council in running these debates. Svedha states that the event is not organized for the FSR, but for the students. 

It can give a wrong understanding to students if the FSR is interviewing the students that will possibly be in the 

next council during the debates. Anne states that when more associations are involved the more visibility for 

FSR is created. Alex states that he would like to see a concrete plan of action. Alex asks for a meeting piece for 

the next meeting. 

Anne proposes to do voting on whether or not the debates should be organized with FEB. Svedha states that 

organizing the debates with FEB can be tiring for the attendees based on the amount of subjects and candidates. 

Alex states that the CSR debate will be on the subjects of all faculties and that the organizing with FEB is not 

needed. Anne states that the debates should be held in REC A and the study associations should be involved. 

Svedha asks if the study associations are fine with using their names for the debates without them being there. 

Svedha states that this has to be asked directly. Quan states that he would like to have the study associations to 

be the moderators of the debates and make a program of the event. Anna Schröder states that the council can 

vote on this matter next week. Alex states that he would like to know who would conduct the interviews, what 

the form or scenarios will be of the discussion.  

Anna Schröder states that organizing the event with FEB is off the table. The council states that this is the case. 

Alex asks if AIM is interested in moderating these debates. Quan states that they are. Felix states that he will 

help Quan with the debates for the Law faculty side. Anna Schröder states that she would like to have JFAS 

and AIM to moderate the debates. Svedha asks who would compose the questions. Quan states that the FSR 

will help the moderators with composing questions.  

  

b. Deaner (Anne)  

Anne states that the board is interested in the deaner. Anne states that there should be a discussion in the FSR 

about the form of the deaner. Alex states that the deaner should take place in room A7.23 when taking in 

account the budget. Alex states that the catering company is another point that should be discussed. Anna 

Schröder asks who would be paying for this event. Alex states that the FSR will pay this event. Alex states that 

a catering company within the university will be a good option. Anna Schröder states that it is convenient but 

that it can be expensive. 

Alex states that the theme of the debate should be picked carefully. Alex suggest that Italy could be a good 

theme. Alex states that dietary wishes and food preferences should be asked. Anne states that she and Myron 

will ask this during the vooroverleg. Alex asks that if the event should be open for students. The council states 

that it should be open for students.  

Jinane states that it could also be a good idea to organize the event at the Law Hub. Svedha states that the space 

at the moot court could also be a good place for the event.  

Anne states that there should be a cap on students who can attend the event. Anna Schröder states that there 

should be diversity and consist of first, second, third year and master students. Felix asks what the budget will 

be. Quan states that the budget for the event will be around 300 euros.  

 



c. Funtime activity (Anna S) 

 

d. Updates 

i. Selection in the Law Bachelor (Alex) 

Alex states that he has send emails to Radboud containing questions for the board. 

Radboud has not yet replied. Alex states that he will send Radboud a reminder. Anna 

Schröder asks if Alex can forward the messages to the council. Alex states that he will do 

that. 

 

ii. Inwerkweekend (Latif) 

Latif states that he has contacted several locations, but that the location of last year is the 

only one that is free during the weekend of 14-16 June. Latif states that the price per 

person will be 80 euros for two nights. Latif states that it would be wise to organize the 

inwerkweekend with another council. Latif asks the council if the inwerkweekend should 

be organized with FEB or not.  

Latif states that FEB is excited to organize the event with this council. Quan states that 

there is space in the budget to do the inwerkweekend alone, but that Latif has to look at 

the budget scenarios. Alex asks what the issue is with the location. Anne states that it is 

quite far. Alex states that if the inwerkweekend is planned well it will be brilliant. Anna 

Schröder states that if organizing the inwerkweekend with FEB is financially a good deal 

it will be done.  

 

iii. Pubquiz (Felix) 

Felix states that he had to adjust the questions a little. Felix states that JFAS would like to 

know who would be in the team. Anne asks if the FSR team can answer the questions 

about the FSR. Felix states that a council member should be a co-quiz master during the 

quiz. Myron and Felix will be the quizmasters for the FSR rounds. Vanessa asks who will 

attend the event. Quan states that most council members will be attending.  

   

iv. Hubdate - (Anne) 

Anne states that she attended the opening of the Hub. Anne states that she did not had a 

good change to look around, but that her first looks of the hub are good. Jinane states that 

she was also at the opening and that she heard that there is an interest for PPLE students 

in the Hub.  

 

v. Elections (Anna S) 

Anna Schröder states that there was a post in the studentennieuws and that two students 

have already asked about information. Anna Schröder asks how these students should be 



addressed. Anne states that these students should be informed by the website and the 

parties. Quan states that he has a friend that is in an schakeljaar, but that he does not know 

where he has to run for candidate. Anna Schröder states that he could best run as a 

candidate within law. Latif states that there is a workinggroup on elections and that José 

wants to meet with this group. 

 

vi. Position of secretary (Myron) 

Anna Schröder states that Myron will be leaving in August as the secretary. Therefore 

there will be a vacancy in the next Studentennieuws for a new secretary. 

 

e. If time: Brainstorm Unsolicited Advices (web lectures; flexstuderen; study advisors; exam halls; more 

green in REC A) 

Ginger states that the OC Bachelor has responded about improving the exam halls in regards to bad study 

environment due to the air conditioning. 

 

3. To Dos  

TD’s: 

●     190206: Alex will get in touch with ASVA to discuss the termination of the research masters. 

●     190206: Two-three council members will get the Google Drive in order: Myron & Vanessa. 

●     190206: All council members will send in PV agenda points. 

●     190213: Quan will bring up the matter more green in REC A with Jan Dijk. 

●     190213:  Invite Alaa and Valentine to the PV. 

●     190220- Council members will make comments on working agreements documents, two 

weeks. 

●     190220 – Alex sends his piece on selection criteria to the board.  

●     190227 – Anne and Anna will write a replying piece to Marlou. 

●     190227 - PR will send an inquiry email regarding the screens at REC. 

●     190227 - Quan will find out the budget and additional information about the PPLE Lustrum.  

 

 

4. Other updates  

Vanessa states that she and Quan spoke to the Green office and have updated them on the sustainability in 

education. Vanessa states that there will be a new meeting next week with the Green Office. Anna Schröder 

states that this will be on the agenda for the next meeting.  

5. WVTTK 

Emergency staircase doors 

Myron states that a master student who complained about the locked doors in the staircases approached him. 

Myron states that the student told him that he rather takes the staircase instead of the elevators because the 

latter takes too long. However when the student has reached the floor where he would like to go, he 

encounters that the door can only be opened by a UvA service card.  



Svedha states that she encountered this problem too and she had to walk up to the fifth floor. Anna Schröder 

states that the door should be open.  

 

Information event 

Anna Schröder states that this topic was discussed before and it was chosen to not hold an event to get 

candidates. Alex states that there should be an event to gather candidates where they are informed on the 

work of the FSR and the parties. Ginger states that there should be representatives of all parties. Jinane 

states that this information event should be held on a location that enables students to go in conversations 

with each other, for example a bar. Alex states that there is no budget for that.  

Anne states that the area around the council room could be used for this event. Anna Schröder states that 

she personally feels that there is not a lot of time left to organize this event. Anne states that a flyer could be 

made about the elections.  

Alex states that the council has to go after the students. Anna states that there can also be walk-in hours at 

the FSR office to inform students about the FSR and the elections. Quan states that the last event that was 

organized was not so successful. Alex states that if it is framed and promoted right it could be a success. 

Anna Schröder states that it is a lot of work. Alex states that the event could be held on the Island. Quan 

states that he would be up for an event, but that the plan of walk-in hours at the office could also be an 

option. Anne states that she would like to help with organizing the event.  

 

Agenda points OV 

Updates on research masters 

Deaner 

Quan states that he has a topic in regards to diversity. At PPLE there are workshops (Our bodies/our voices) 

regarding social safety and that this would be a good idea for our faculty. Quan believes this could be a 

good idea for the faculty. 

 

Felix states that he has a point for the OV in regards ALF and the sending away of students. Felix states that 

he wanted to use a second change, but that ALF does not provide for that. 

 

Anna Schröder states that she would like to put Honours on the agenda.  

 

Law Hub. 

Jinane states that there should be a communicating strategy in regards to the Law hub. 

 

6. Closing of the meeting  

Anna Schröder closes the meeting at 19:02h. 

 

 



TD- Quan will make a meeting piece on the election debates. 

TD- Quan and Felix will contact JFAS and AIM for a collaboration on moderating the debates. Inquiry if they 

have good moderators. 

TD – Alex will look into the catering company for the Deaner. 

TD- Alex will write a memo before 6th of March about the selection criteria in the law bachelor. 

TD Anna will talk with Jan Dijk about this problem. 
TD - Felix will write a short memo on ALF and the second change system. 


